CLB and UofKassel invite you to an international seminar on

**Blockchain: Law, Business and Economics**

*March 23rd – April 4th, 2019*

Blockchain and Distributed Ledgers are the underlying technologies of cryptocurrencies like, e.g., Bitcoin and Ethereum, but also enable many other use cases to rely on immutable information and executable code (‘smart contracts’). The seminar provides students with a profound understanding of the economic incentives and the legal structures underlying blockchain applications in business and in law. Academic classes alternate with lectures by practitioners from business and law firms as well as government institutions.

**Selected Topics**

- How Blockchains work
- Cryptocurrencies
- Regulating Blockchain
- Smart Contracts
- Incentive Structures
- Securities and Monetary Regulations
- Legal Tech
- Security Tokens
- Entrepreneurship in Israel
- Practical Workshop

Study Tours & Social Activities in Tel Aviv, Jerusalem and the Dead Sea

**Deadline**

Application may be submitted until February 15th, 2019

**FOR MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION >>**

international@clb.ac.il

College of Law and Business, 76 Ben Gurion St, Ramat Gan, Israel

Tel: +972-3-6008800 Ext. 189 | www.clb.ac.il